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Abstract: 

 From c.1500 to c.1700 century in London, barbers and surgeons were in the same guild known as Company of 

Barber Surgeon (building still stands in London). According to Oxford University medical historian Margaret 

Pelling [1], barber-surgeons were effectively the General Practitioners of their day. In mainland Europe was 

consistently at war and the surgeon barber was more ever present, both in peace time and battle field location 

[2]. Regimental barbers also doubled up as emergency surgeon and thus grew the technique of surgery. It 

relevant to state that the famous anatomist Rudolf Hoernale [3] has proven that the science of anatomy and 

invasive medicine was not known in Greece. That the Greek medicine experts use to visit India to learn. Indians 

(Ayoorveda specialists) never went anywhere to learn anything [4]. Between c.1550-c.1700 the Fellowship of 

Surgeons merged with the Barbers' Company (Building existing at Monkwell Square, London) which in c.1800 

was issued a Royal Charter [5] and got to be known as the Royal College of Surgeons, which till date holds the 

right to issue FRCS etc., practitioner’s certifications (these till date be non-graduate {deemed} certificates as 

alike. ‘Bar-at-Law’). The moot point in relation to caption (for this paragraph) is that at inception everything is 

simple, and retrospectively quite laughfable. Because, in the then England (specially London-Berlin-Rome Paris 

axis), the barber surgeons were referred to as ‘worshipful company of barbers’ [6], now appalling indeed. Thus, 

there was no systematic observation (historical scale) based medicine what-so-ever as is connoted by the term 

Ayoorveda and or any evidence based medicine as in connoted by the term Allopathy (antagonises symptoms).  
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Introduction: 

Christian Friedrich Samuel Hahnemann (c. 1755 – 1843) was a educated German translator (humanist polyglot 

who became a physician i.e., Qualified MD. Leipzig Uni., c.1779) [6], He had invented, innovated and 

implemented a method of suspending plant and mineral or their whole crude extracts (tincture) in 100% ethyl 

alcohol and using them to treat the ailing on the fundamental principle of “like-cures-like” i.e., ‘eliciting 

equal/identical symptoms via internal medicine. This came to be known as ‘Homeo-pathy”. It arose out of 

homsapiens/ homeotherms and their pathology. Quite scientific indeed as compared to the historical Surgeon-

barbers. Homeopathy swept Europe. While the principles of homeopathic medicine making was (and remains) 

quite scientific the practice of “like-cures-like” got loaded with frailties. Science in Europe was marching on 

brains. The maxim “dilution increases potency” failed homeopathy on the touch stone of experimental science. 

By & by Europe started looking for something better. 100% ethyl alcohol is acutely hepato-billary; neuro and 

nephro toxic.  

As against these, Count Cesare Mattei (c.1809 - 1896) was an Italian who studied natural science, anatomy, 

physiology, pathology and then exclusively chemistry and botany ending up inventing a phyto-extraction 
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process (spagyric) for therapeutic purposes [7]. In short, he was a full blown scientist (who did focused work) in 

the domain of health care research in the then pan Europe. In his time he was famous also as a scientist. He gave 

to the world ‘Electro-Homeopathy’ using the spagyric method (Italian phone for alchemy). The term alchemy 

can be related serially as inorganic chemistry-organic chemistry. Spagyric denotes the phyto-chem part of 

organic chemistry for therapeutic purposes. With rise of scientific English diction\s the phone spagar fell into 

disuse and finally got discounted. The process of phyto-extraction for human service and family welfare has 

swept the world.  

WHY ELECTRO ? 

Count Mattei could extract in water and then refine such extracts via separation/isolation and then re-inject the 

same in the inert base of the original plant mass used. Thus off due diligence in relation to then times he was 

convinced that he was using atomic levels of purification and hence optimistically termed it as ‘electro’. 

Because isolation and inert  

base solid phase medicine could be used in incremental doses and exhibited electric fast response to doses. 

METHODS 

Electro homeopathy bulk drugs are made via the following steps. 

(a) Distillation (b) Fermentation (c) Incineration 

Note : calcinations being the old term of incineration 

Distillation : 

The herbs are washed and then boiled and distilled via a distiller. The herbs are kept care fully and aseptically 

aside. The distilled material contain essential & non-essential oils comprised of amino acids. These being in oil 

form are poor hydro-phylic and hence separation (or harvesting is convenient). Thus the therapeutic component 

of the fluid mass (volative & non-volatile; the medicinal flavinoids are made available) via such preliminary 

step. Electrically negative. Now they get to be as packed mass (a).  

Fermentation : 

The set aside wet herb masses (molasses) is then put into flask and fermented. It is a time scale process. Sugar & 

alcohol, etc are got post fermentation. Electrically negative yet assists ion-mechanics and help in identifying 

NfKb gateways in various measures (signaling and cytokines) for major physiological pathways. The sugars that 

such post distillation molasses yield are non reducing in nature and whereas are efficient in ATPs cycles and 

energy conversion cycles in-vivo. The alcohol are phyto ethanol and are physiologically essential for gut 

functioning and are compatible with food and drugs. When they come in contact with toxic foreign bodies 

(bacteria\virus), they enter the pathogens and antagonize via precipitation of nucleic acids i.e., the DNA & RNA 

break down and do not support mutation. Available of drug moiety delivers the kill. All these post fermentation 

by-products are the very ones in which and around which the pre-extracted oils/amino acids & the flavinoids 
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(drug moieties) were naturally bound/available (when the herb was standing free in dirty soil). These be the 

synergic support vessels; vehicles and efficacy up-regulators. Now they get to be as packed mass (b).  

Incineration : 

The post fermentation (post extract of the fermented alcohol & sugar) molasses are then put into a oven and 

incinerated. Ash is got. The ash is mostly buff white [8] while it is as alike gray & black bodies as in carbon 

black. Burning of cellulose that has undergone the insult of extensive extraction (that is bereft of any residual 

compound) turns gray and not black. In EH this is what happens. It is the counter-availing signature that 

distillation and fermentation and post ferment extraction cum washing has been proper. The burnt mass reduces 

by an order of 1/100 vol., of the original plant mass (pre-distillation), has a moisture content of <2% (dry & 

desiccated). It is full of micro-pores and are clatherin. Low energy. Electrically semi-conductor property. Trace 

elements (mostly) & minerals if any remain in the molasses and finally get shifted to the incenerated mass. Per 

gram having a surface area ranging between 7 - 11 m2 . Particle size being mean dia 240 - 320 nm. It is 

therapeutically sterile. When the ash is added back a solid base is got for the natural extracts. Thus a solid drug 

is got from a green plant. This is ( c ).  

All the three are added back and mixed to a homogenized state (slow & controlled). It makes the Electro-homeo 

product (d) = Bulk Drug.  

Indeed it is ‘electro’ by pre-Ist World War technical terminology. In both the wars Italy lost. Count Mattie’s 

genius got side lined. Not the efficacy nor the relevance.  

SOLID FIXED DOSE 

Fixed dose from such Bulk Drug is numerically calculated as follows. 

A + B + C = lower limit of the potency of the bulk drug (label expiry datum). 

A x B x C = upper limit of the potency of the bulk drug (making datum). 

√ (abc) = standard, replicable mean potency of the bulk drug (label potency of the solid fixed dose at

prescription datum). 

By physically dividing the potent Bulk Drug we arrive at fixed dose form (pills) which can be administered on 

the basis of pathological acuity; body mass index; age; sex; etc., clinical considerations.  

This is as good as present day allopathic medicine making. Quite unlike homeopathy (opposite of ‘dilution 

increases potency’). In EH the incinerated gray mass is added in more quantity then dilution happens = less 

potent. However, it is natural medicine; less to nil toxic; low potency and systemic. As a thumb rule tinctures 

are more toxic. EH is not tincture. Researchers and specially altruistic administrations are looking at all school 

of medicines as part of Social Contract [10].  
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CONCLUSION. 

Potency calculation is possible. Fixed solid dose based therapeutics. Uses one base OR starting material. Not 

external additive driven Nor confounded. Synergic with other therapies; soft tissue targeting. Useful as 

Complementary & Supplementary therapy; neo natal, cancer, geriatric, etc. Very useful in chronic, drug 

resistant & metabolic diseases. EH is scientific; Original & independent. Employment friendly (hugely). Patient 

centric care focused. Gives lot of prescription room to the treating clinician. 
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